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Two key factors in the history of communicating immersive environments:
mix of reality vs. cognitive realism1
Marcin Sobieszczanski
The history of immersive environments was strikingly presented in 2010 by van Krevelen
and Poelman as a continuation of the work of Tamura.2 !"#" $" %&' ()" *+,& -#.(.(/-"0
as well as their technical progression articulated in terms of placement within the famous
theoretical continuum “Reality / Virtuality”, as invented in the 1990s by Milgram and Kishino.3 But, if the philosophical speech involves the ontological status of the objects, the
01,"&(,%1 2+0,0 ()+( 3"' (. ()" ("1)&.3.4,1+3 +1),"5"*"&(0 "6-3.,(0 ()" #"0.7#1"0 .8 ()" -),losophy of appearance, perception and of the gnosic status of the percepts that different
devices provide. Indeed, the method of 3D “look oriented” (see-through) refers to the
long tradition of the philosophy of perception initiated by Brentano, Stumpf and Husserl,
taken up by the psychologists of form4 and systematized in the cognitive approach used
by cognitive scientists of the environment, such as Gibson5, and of vision, such as Marr.6
Moreover, it is not, curiously, the continuation
of the theoretical hybridization Real / Virtual
which led to the most convincing prototypes.
The theoretical continuum that establishes this
hybridization is based itself on the qualitative
ideal of immersion. In fact, between 1962 and
1967 epistemological separation between
two approaches in the design of simulators of
environmental perception is prevalent.
On the one hand, there is a continuation of
the long line of analogue machines, both
electronic and magnetic, aiming to produce
the most complete and the most accurate
7+!(+7"% ;: *%<*"! "+: *: 7$**=<;+>: =0: ",+: ?+;5:
of cinema and education by simulacrum, in
military engineering and industrial traineeship.
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The patent of Heilig7 from August 28, 19628, is
one of the best achievements of this method.9
On the other hand, the idea of a “dispatcher”
of multimodal sensations implemented on
a digital computing machine germinates.
Later on this will also include some analogue
mechanisms10, as well as the functional
modelling of “sensory-motor coupling” or
the “retroactive subjugation” of the sensitive
substrate and postural gestures and attitudes.
In this second kind of approach, advantage
is taken not only of that which predestines
the computing machine to perform its role
of being a simulator of the nervous system
of animals and humans, but the critique of
the ergonomics of cultural behaviours, both

creative and receptive also is established,
on the basis of the design of the perceptual
substrate as affordances (Gibson)11 and on the
basis of perception as enaction (Maturana,
Varela)12. The functional complementarity of
both concepts is revealed in the simulation of
perceptual mechanisms realized in the 1960s,
but the effectiveness of cognitive realism they
infer becomes evident only in the late 1990s.
One notices, besides, that authenticity of
the sensitive substrate and cognitive realism
are dependent, in this story of American
technologies, on the same military and
(=@=;= 0:*7$0*$!*>:A,$*+:?0 0(= ;:*%77$!":;+5>:
in the same period (that is the second half of
the 1960s), to the invention of the premises
and the social uses of digital networks!13 The
pioneer in the 3D digital interface, Sutherland,
was indeed recruited at the age of 27 by
Licklider, a former participant in the SAGE
project (interconnection of military computers
using the telephone network), who in 1962
was in charge of the ARPA’s Control-Command
B#?(+'14 This conclusion of simultaneity of 3D
05: C0"+!0+": =*: @+!D: *=80=?( 0": 05: ($%;5: <+:
the subject of thorough consideration.

discussion on the enactive approach which
is being prepared in both technological
#?;= "=$0*:$#:IJ:", ":K%",+!; 05:7!$(; =&*H
“The fundamental idea behind the threedimensional display is to present the user with a
perspective image which changes as he moves.
The retinal image of the real objects which we
see is, after all, only two-dimensional. Thus if
we can place suitable two-dimensional images
on the observer’s retinas, we can create the
illusion that he is seeing a three-dimensional
object. Although stereo presentation is
important to the three-dimensional illusion,
it is less important than the change that takes
place in the image when the observer moves
his head. The image presented by the three',*"&0,.&+3 ',0-3+/ *70( 1)+&4" ,& "6+1(3/
the way that the image of a real object would
change for similar motions of the user’s head.
Psychologists have long known that moving
perspective images appear strikingly threedimensional even without stereo presentation;
the three-dimensional display described in this
paper depends heavily on this ‘kinetic depth
effect’”.
A computer uses the measured head position
information to compute the elements of a
#.(+(,.& +&' (#+&03+(,.& *+(#,6 +--#.-#,+(" (.
each particular viewing position.

Van Krevelen and Poelman write: EF,+: ?!*":
AR prototypes, created by computer graphics
pioneer Ivan Sutherland and his students at
Harvard University and the University of Utah,
appeared in the 1960s and used a see-through
to present 3D graphics.” 15

I did some preliminary three-dimensional
',0-3+/ "6-"#,*"&(0 '7#,&4 3+(" <=>> +&' "+#3/
1967 at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory.”

Sutherland clearly distinguishes between the
brain generating the 3D effect from the optical
stereoscopic substrate and the production of
a depth effect by head and eye movements
that create on the retina a chain of apparent
contours on the observed object (KDE). The
placement of the artifact at that location gives
",+:+08=0++!: :5$%<;+:<+0+?"':B0:",+:$0+:, 05:
this method provides, as does the stereoscopic
method, “mental 3D”, on the other hand it
actively engages the subject of the test at the
level of cognitively valuable motricity, which
in return delivers the advantage of engagement
in the image / motor causality function, motor
function in its widest sense. As seen, the
theoretical bases of the “effector picture” were
laid in the 1960s and now are the current
and future practices, prepared by the ludic
<+, @=$%!*:7, *+>:A,=(,:7!$?"'

Sutherland himself speaks of the contracts,
to which today for the most part unrestricted
access, and which necessarily came from the
* &+:7$$;:$#:*7$0*$!*:A,$:?0 0(+5:G ! 0H
“The work reported in this paper was
performed at Harvard University, supported
in part by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) of the Department of
Defense under contract SD 265, in part by
()" 98%1" .8 :+5+3 ;"0"+#1) 7&'"# 1.&(#+1(
ONR 1866 (16), and in part by a long
standing agreement between Bell Telephone
Laboratories and the Harvard Computation
Laboratory. The early work at the NUT
Lincoln Laboratory was also supported by
ARPA.”16

But apart from these economic and political
contingencies, it is the substance of the future
23

To go beyond the purely optical approach in the
construction of multimodal simulation devices,
Sutherland evokes the work on KDE through
the intermediary of the American psychologist
B. Green17 who was then working at the MIT
Lincoln Laboratory, the unit dedicated since
its creation in 1951 to the design of an air
defence system, a continuation of the efforts
initiated during World War II by the MIT
4 5= "=$0: L <$! "$!D: =0: ",+: ?+;5: $#: 7 ""+!0:
recognition through the information that these
forms “print” in different electromagnetic
waves. Green was also a colleague, in 1962,
of Baran at RAND Corporation. Green shows
that the origin of the concept of KDE is to
be found in the work of Wallach, a former
assistant of Köhler, the director of the Berliner
K(,%;+:#M!:+N7+!=&+0"+;;+:O*D(,$;$8=+: 05:",+:
cofounder with Wertheimer and Koffka of the
Gestalt theory. Wallach and his colleagues,
O’Connell and the famous Neisser,18 refer in
turn to the article written in 1950 by Gibson.19
Thus Sutherland pointing in the direction of
the theoretical basics of manipulable 3D:
- the virtual camera determining the
viewpoint in the visual scene and
- the directional lighting of surfaces.
These two mechanisms will be « motorized »
in all the geometric construction software of
upcoming 3D.
What is peculiar to all this plethora of works
=*: ",+=!: *, !+5: ?;= "=$0H: ",+: *"%5D: $#: #$!&*: =0:
Germany from the early 20th century, the
emigration of German scientists to the USA in
the 1930s, US military research launched in
",+: PQR3*: =0: ",+: ?+;5: $#: =0#$!& "=$0: 05: ="*:
"!+ "&+0">: 05:?0 ;;D:",+:" S=08:=0"$: (($%0":
of the environment of the perceiving subject,
i.e. the development of the psychology of
cognitive and environmental realism instead
of the old laboratory-based psychology.
Fragment from M. SOBIESZCZANSKI, Les médias
immersifs informatisés. Raisons cognitives de la réanalogisation, Bern, Peter Lang, 2015.
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